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Crystal-clear video in any lighting conditions.



The bubble-free Galaxy IP cameras bring users the best of MEGApix® technology with a wide camera 
angle, no IR distortions caused by dirty domes, and complete camera control without disassembly. 
Preloaded with IVA™ and IVA+™ intelligent video analytics, the Galaxy vandal ball cameras empower 
users with a small and user-friendly solution. 

Galaxy Vandal Ball Cameras

The unique Galaxy housing offers 80° tilting, 
300° rotation and 140° panning, with no need 
to disassemble the dome cover.

Galaxy™ vandal ball 
cameras

140° panning300° rotation 80° tilting

The camera’s bubble-free housing 
minimizes IR reflections caused by 
cobwebs, rain, dust, or sand.

Bubble-free housing

Galaxy™ Camera Dome Camera

The camera’s control panel, reset button, 
local video output and micro SD card slot are 
accessible from outside the camera’s housing, 
making maintenance and configuration simple 
and hassle-free.

External camera control

Micro SD Card

Reset Button

Test Video Out



Galaxy cameras are environmental-rated IP66 
dust-tight and water-resistant.

 Galaxy cameras are IK9-rated impact-
resistant.
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MEGApix® IVA™ analytics

MEGApix IVA cameras have a powerful engine to 
detect and classify people and vehicles in real-
time. IVA+ license upgrade offers advanced video 
content analysis detection capabilities.

Star-Light Plus™ color in near-total 
darkness technology provides crisp, clear 
images in the absence of ambient light.

Star-Light Plus™ color in 
darkness technology

Monochrome images in near-total darkness Color image details in near-total darkness.

Use DW’s exclusive noise reduction 
technology to produce clearer color and 
monochromatic video in low light without 
adding visual lag or ghost effects.

Smart 3D DNR™ 
(digital noise reduction)

Smart 3D DNR clarifies 
digital noise

Digital noise in low light 
environments



H.265 codec support

High-Efficiency video codec standards deliver 25% 
to 50% better data compression while maintaining 
video quality.

DW’s ONVIF® conformant IP products allow you to bring our 
robust solutions  to any surveillance system with other ONVIF® 
components, creating a truly unique solution, to match your 
specific needs.

ONVIF® Conformant
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DW® IP cameras, analog cameras, NVRs, 
DVRs, network devices and management 
software sold and distributed worldwide are 
designed and developed in U.S.A. and Korea. 
Manufactured in Korea.

Most DW® products qualify for GSA 
Schedule Contracts and other government 
opportunities because they are 
NDAA compliant.

NDAA Compliant 

MEGApix Galaxy

Galaxy Vandal Ball Cameras


